connected digit recognition, that exhibits competitive performance, has been built according to this idea. In this paper we will address the first step: the spotting of phonetic events. [t], [k]. They show three acoustic moments: stop, burst, and transition to the following phoneme. The first one is so deep in our language that can be easily detected using a sensitive silence detector; the second one produces, in most cases, the rising of a zero crossing rate plot during a few milliseconds. 
INTRODUCTION
Since previous word segmentation of a continuous utterance is not a simple task and coarticulation between words occurs, most current algorithms for continuous speech recognition use a topdown strategy, that is, utterance segmentation (in words, for example) and recognition are performed in a single step.
On the other hand, if given an utterance, several predefined phonetic events could be easily detected, a language model of the application could be built based on the expectation of these events, and this model would guide recognition restricting search. Then, an easy bottom-up strategy could be implemented, in which the first step is the detection of these events, and the second step is the recognition of the speech portions between them according to an appropriate language model.
It can be seen that, to detect the events we just defined, it is enough to consider three features: energy, zero crossing rate (zcr), and "nasal energy" (the difference between energy in band 0-500 Hz and 1000-2000 Hz). Nevertheless, expert observation shows several problems during spotting. One example: sometimes it is difficult to watch a ZCT rise in a plosive burst and, in these conditions, only the energy dip during the stop can help, but this dip can also be produced by a short pause in the utterance, or by the transition between some phonemes (fricatives and vowels, for example), so confusion may appear among plosives, pauses or to detect: "nasal e n e r c does not have a strong pattem of activation and, besides, some phonemes, like vowel [U] can activate this feature.
Although the event "transition between words" is not easy to used for segmentation. But in this case the utterance cannot be managed as a "concatenation of words", but a "concatenation of segments between predefined phonetic events". For recognition purposes, this forces us to express the language of the application detect [51[617 there might be Other phonetic events that be some -itionS. hother
are not easy as a graph in which the expeaations of the predefined phonetic events must appear. The difficulty here is to acquire enough expert knowledge about these expectations.
The easy detection of some phonetic events in Spanish may suggest the possibility of using them as anchor points to guide Affricate phonemes (that could be considered as plosive + fricative) will have also to be brought into consideration, because they will exhibit a long UIT rising after an energy dip. Affricate phonemes are &SI and l'T/'j.
EVENT DETECTION
Event detection is done in three steps: 
EVENT LABELING
After we have isolated the events, they must be classified. We define five classes:
PL For plosives FR
For fricatives NS For nasals FR-PL For fricative followed by plosive
IN For insertions
There are several constraints that we have to consider when designing the labeling module:
1. As event detection is based on the isolation of temporal segments with binary features activation, two contiguous events will be detected as one. Then, we have to consider the cases where this may happen, and manage them correctly. There are mainly two cases: fricative followed by plosive, and affricate (that can be seen as plosive followed by fricative).
For the first, we have defined the new event type (FR-PL); for the second, we have generalized the definition of the event fricative (FR), so that it includes affricate phonemes.
2. Event labeling and theoretical event expectation must be thought together. Recall that event expectation is used to build a language model that guides the recognition process. In summary, on one hand, the cost of a labeling error is so big that ambiguous classification is preferred to deterministic classification if there is an error rate reduction, at the cost of some increase in computational load. Also, insertions are preferred to deletions (the recognition system will be designed to recover from the former but not from the later). On the other hand the intimate relation between the classification process and the generation of the language model with event expectations imposes a parallel design of both, together with precise expert knowledge of the language.
Two classifications methods were tested: heuristic rules and neural net.
Heuristic labeling
A number of heuristic rules performs the classification of the events. Each rule has two parts: condition and classification. Condition is defined with a vector of 8 components: minimum and maximum duration of silence, type of silence (SS or WS), minimum and maximum duration of frication, type of frication (WF or SF), and minimum and maximum duration of nasality.
Classification is defined with a vector of 5 binary components (0 or l), one per class. In this vector, there might be more than one component with value 1 and, in this case, it is an ambiguous classification.
When classifying an event, the rules are processed in a sequential manner, and the first rule that has a condition satisfied by the event is applied.
Next figure shows an example of rule. During the recognition process, a non linear function is applied to the activation value of the outputs (ranging in the interval [0, 11).
so as to obtain a vector of five binary components. in this function, a parameter called F controls the "ambiguity" of the classification, in the sense that, for low values of F, the ambiguity is small (only one output tends to be with value 1 and the rest will be 0). and as F increases, the average number of outputs activated in a classification will increase.
Detection performance
A good behavior implies a detection of all expected events in the frame where they are expected. A quantitative measure for this would imply to have a reference for comparison that must be done by an expert. This have not been done, but a very complete expert observation of results yields to the following conclusions:
1. Though there are insertions, all events are detected (no deletions). insertions are not important as we said that the following recognition process can recover from them.
2.
We do not find errors in t e m p d precision, except for the case of nasal detection: sometimes the point where start of nasal is detected is actually shified towards the stable part of the phoneme.
Classification performance
We have applied the system to a connected digit recognition task.
Database was recorded by 107 speakers, and the average number of digits per utterance was 68. Two subsets were extracted from this database: the training set, consisting of 260 utterances, and the recognition set, consisting of 104 utterances. in the heuristic rules case, training set was used to acquire enough expert knowledge to write the rules. In the neural net case, events in the training set were previously detected by the detection module, and then hand labeled so as to train the net in a supervised way.
Classification performance is given by two figures:
1.
2.
.In the caSe of neural net labelina the function applied to the output of the net can be adjusted through constant+) to set the ambiguity factor. As we said, ambiguity and error rate are tied. SO constant F also sets the error rate. Then, we can present a plot of e m r rate vs. ambiguity factor (see figure) . 10 
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Error rate versus ambiguify factor in the neural net system for event classification
In the case of heuristic rules classification, setting error rate and ambiguity factor at the desired value is not so easy, because we must change the rules (writing more deterministic or more ambiguous rules). Once we have decided the rules, ambiguity factor and error rate is fixed and is:
Relevant error rate Ambiguity factor
1.12%

CONCLUSIONS
Our research has rescued an old approach for continuous speech recognition: the segmentation i recognition strategy. Discarded because of the difficulty to detect transition between words, we have shifted to a new vision in which other kind of events are detected, producing a segmentation not in words, but that can be successfully managed if we build a language graph according to the expectations of the defined events. The theoretical benefits of this approach has to do with important computational load saving.
We have focused the paper in the first step: the definition, detection and classification of events.
Expert phonetic knowledge of Spanish has been used to define the events: they must be easy to detect and their "density" in any utterance must be enough for a posterior guidance of the recognition process.
For detection, an algorithm based on features, with a bottom-up strategy, was developed. The algorithm is strongly based on the expert knowledge we have about the acoustic characteristics of some Spanish phonemes. Qualitative performance observed is very good.
For classification, we have seen that the recognition process imposes severe restrictions on the way it must be done: due to the elevate cost of errors and deletions, a system must be designed with low error rate, at the cost of ambiguous classification, if necessary; and w i t h no deletions, at the cost of high insemon rate, if necessary. Two approaches (heuristic rules and neural net) were tested. Both exhibit a performance good enough to address the recognition process and, in the neural net case, it shows obvious the tying between ambiguity and error rate, so that we can reduce the later if we increase the former. This will affect the recognition process in a moderate increase in computational load.
